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“urbs in
horto”
“city in a garden”
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“MAS Studio and the Chicago Architectural Club are pleased to announce the competition: NETWORK RESET, a
single-stage international competition that seeks to provide ideas and actions that can reactivate the Boulevard
System of Chicago and rethink its potential role in the city.
Proposed by John S. Wright in 1849, the system was envisioned twenty years later when the State Legislature
established the South, West, and Lincoln Park Commissions. Also referred as the “Emerald Necklace” since the
1893 World Columbian Exposition, it is composed by a series of streets and parks, some of them designed by
Frederick Law Olmsted and William Le Baron Jenney. After the mid-twentieth century, the lack of proper funding,
the split of management of the system as a whole (parks would be managed separately from the streets) and the
migration of residents to the suburbs were some of the circumstances that accelerated the deterioration of the
system. While portions of it, such as the Logan Square Boulevards District (an official city landmark district since
2005) still maintain the original character, other parts have just become underutilized areas and oversized streets
that act as barriers within neighborhoods.
That is where we are now and this competition asks you to envision where we can be in the near future. These
are some of the questions that we are asking ourselves and we want you to think about in your proposal: What if
the system becomes a new transportation corridor in the city? What type of transportation would that be? What
if the open space becomes an active layer and not just a passive one? What if this system provides activities that
the city as a whole is lacking? What if the system becomes a tool for social cohesion? What if the system has a
strong visual identity? What if it becomes an economic catalyst for the neighborhoods? What if the system is all
of this and more?
Participants are asked to look at the urban scale and propose a framework for the entire boulevard system as well
as provide answers and visualize the interventions at a smaller scale that can directly impact its potential users.
Through images, diagrams and drawings we want to know what are those soft or hard, big or small, temporary or
permanent interventions that can reactivate and reset the Boulevard System of Chicago.”
- MAS Studios
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FUTURE
PAST

PRESENT

YESTERDAY T O FUTURE
D A Y TOMORROW
The 1893 World’s Fair marked the high point
of the streets and
parks system known as the
PRESENT
“urban necklace”. Changes in infrastructure,
funding and the general weakening of the
public realm contributed to the dissection
and the dismembering of the necklace.
Expressways severed system connections,
boulevards became congested automobile
thoroughfares and parks became building
sites for agendas other than recreation.
During this erosion the river remained an
effective artery for commerce.

FUTURE
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What remains? Parkway components of a
broken network became poorly maintained
and underutilized green spaces no longer
linked to their communities. Currently
lacking is a cohesive planning effort that joins
these spaces through the potential of transit,
political structures and optimization of
recreational use. Meanwhile the commercial
river system is in decline.

A natural solution is to re-join the viable park
components and provide new parks and
transit along the river to form a reinvigorated
necklace this can be accomplished by
“ORGANIZING” and promoting the necklace
within a historic or TIFF district under a
coordinated planning effort that links the
park district, CDOT, CTA, and DDP agencies.
“ACTIVATING” the necklace by linking
institutions under a “friends of” organization.
Social media has this power. “MEND and
STITCH” back connections at places where
the river, transit and unused open spaces
can be joined. “BUILD” both small and large
interventions that link community and open
space. Build adjacent to the parks . Remove
past intrusions to give new life to the former
condition.
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The River as new strings in the
necklace
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New beads at the intersections of
unused rail lines / expressways
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ORGANIZE

We propose 18 interventions under the headings “organize”,
“activate”, “mend/stitch” and “build”. Interventions range
from small (bridge houses) to large (unused rail lines / river
walks), temporary (pool barge) to long-term (24/7 schools),
modest (parking) to extravagant (taste of the boulevard). The
boulevard system is not perceived as a necklace, but as a set
of isolated features fractured by expressways, transit and
rail lines, and river crossings. We connect the system to new
activities at intersections with the north and south branches
of the Chicago River and currently unused elevated rail lines.

E-CONNECTIONS

?

ADD A POSTCARD

PYLONS
TASTE OF THE BOULEVARDS

ACTIVATE

PROPOSAL

E-POSTCARDS

HALLOWEEN ON THE BOULEVARDS
PARK(ing) DAY
ICE SKATING ON THE BOULEVARDS
ART ON THE BOULEVARDS
BIKE THE BOULEVARDS
THEATER AND MUSIC ON THE BOULEVARDS

MEND/STITCH

?

ADD A POSTCARD

UNUSED RAIL LINES
TRANSIT OVERLAPS
RIVER OVERLAPS

?

ADD A POSTCARD

24/7 SCHOOLS
POOL BARGES

BUILD

SKATE THE VIADUCTS
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ARTIST VIADUCTS
RIVER WALK
BRIDGE HOUSES

?

ADD A POSTCARD
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ORGANIZE

An electronic pylon network provides interconnectivity with other areas
along the system. Interconnectivities include wireless video and audio
communication, live transit information, neighborhood/boulevard events
and history, self-guided tour information, and wireless internet access for
mobile devices.

ACTIVATE

The boulevard system is re-developed as central to the neighborhoods, not
as an edge that separates them. Year around activities and events ranging
from reclamation of metered parking along the boulevard on “parking
day”, wheel and blade skate parks, and artist studios/art installations at
railway and expressway viaducts will continuously enliven the system.

MEND/STITCH

A fractured boulevard is made whole with electronic pylons, reimagined use of abandoned rail lines (Bloomingdale Trail), new riverwalk
connections, connective signage graphics, and thoughtful placement of
destination interventions at transition points.

BUILD

Anchor structures at boulevard transition points are key to resetting the
boulevard. Such locations include the Diversey corridor and boulevard offsets near Interstate 55 and the river. Incentives to peripheral development
under public/private partnerships or establishing the boulevard as a TIF
district can provide sufficient stimulus to stitch together and build new
community structures that will strengthen the pedestrian traffic essential
to the boulevard. New schools with after-school community facilities can
aid in this effort.

E-POSTCARDS
E-CONNECTIONS

ADD A POSTCARD

E-POSTCARDS
JUNE 2012
PYLON EVENTS

E-CONNECTION

TRANSMIT AT ICONIC NODES
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FRIDAY NIGHT CONCERT
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PYLONS

ACTIVATE

ACTIVATE

TASTE OF THE BOULEVARDS
HALLOWEEN ON THE BOULEVARDS
PARK(ing) DAY

Theater + Music

ICE SKATING ON THE BOULEVARDS

on the Boulevards

ART ON THE BOULEVARDS
BIKE THE BOULEVARDS
THEATER AND MUSIC ON THE BOULEVARDS
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sponsored by Redmoon Theater
http://www.redmoon.org

ACTIVATE

ACTIVATE

ACTIVATE

ACTIVATE
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Taste of the Boulevards

Halloween on
the boulevard

PARK(ing) Day

Art Fair of the Boulevard

Bike the Boulevards

sponsored by PARK(ing) DAY
http://www.parkingday.org

sponsored by the Chicago Bike Program
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MEND/STITCH

UNUSED RAIL LINES
TRANSIT OVERLAPS
RIVER OVERLAPS

?

ADD A POSTCARD

MEND/
STITCH

UNUSED RAIL LINES

Chicago Parks District
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com
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MEND/
STITCH
TRANSIT OVERLAPS
CREATE SPACE
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24/7 SCHOOLS
POOL BARGES

BUILD

SKATE THE VIADUCTS
ARTIST VIADUCTS
RIVER WALK

?

BRIDGE HOUSES

ADD A POSTCARD
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24/7

BUILD

24/7 SCHOOLS

BUILD

ARTIST VIADUCTS

BUILD

bridge houses
= RIVER TAXI STOP

BUILD

SKATE THE VIADUCTS
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sponsored by Chicago Public Schools
http://www.cps.edu

sponsored by Chicago Public Schools
http://www.cps.edu
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O
ORGANIZE
E-CONNECTION

TRANSMIT AT ICONIC NODES

BUILD

POOL BARGES

sponsored by Chicago Parks District
http://www.chicagoparkdistrict.com/

ACTIVATE
Taste of the Boulevards

ORGANIZE
O
E-POSTCARDS

Bike the Boulevards

sponsored by the Chicago Bike Program

BUILD

ARTIST VIADUCTS

MEND/
STITCH

UNUSED RAIL LINES

Chicago Parks District
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com

ACTIVATE
Theater + Music
on the Boulevards

JUNE 2012
PYLON EVENTS
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FRIDAY NIGHT CONCERT

sponsored by Redmoon Theater
http://www.redmoon.org
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24/7 SCHOOLS

SKATE BOULEVARD

RIVER WALK

PYLONS
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BUILD

ACTIVATE
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24/7

sponsored by Chicago Public Schools
http://www.cps.edu

Chicago Parks District
www.chicagoparkdistrict.com

BUILD

SKATE THE VIADUCTS

ACTIVATE
PARK(ing) Day

MEND/
STITCH
TRANSIT OVERLAPS
CREATE SPACE

BUILD

bridge houses
= RIVER TAXI STOP
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sponsored by PARK(ing) DAY
http://www.parkingday.org

sponsored by Chicago Public Schools
http://www.cps.edu
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The key to success for the new Emerald Necklace is a solution that activates the
boulevards through the seasons, night and day, seven days a week. This can be
accomplished when these design ideas incorporated in “organize”, “activate”,
“mend/stitch”, and “build” are achieved. The matrix below plots this activity over a
365 day cycle.

24/7/365
Activities
JANUARY

FEBRUARY

MARCH

APRIL

MAY

JUNE

F U T U R E
ADD A POSTCARD

?
JULY

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
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pool barge
by

Peter Halquist
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HISTORY
Floating baths existed in New York from at least the early
19th century. They became more popular after the Civil
War as public health advocates called for legislation to
create municipally owned baths.
The City’s first free public floating baths debuted in the
Hudson and East Rivers in 1870, expanding to 15 by 1890.
The baths were 95 feet long and 60 feet wide, floated on
eight pontoons placed four on each side. In the center of
each floating bath was a large well divided into two parts,
one 93 feet long and 34 feet wide for adults, and one 70
feet long and 8 feet wide for children.
(“City of New York Parks & Recreation” )
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Chicago River in 1911. Photographs taken by the Sanitary District
of Chicago.
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CASE STUDIES / ADJACENCIES

Paris, France
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New York City, New York

Budapest, Hungary

Vienna, Austria

Berlin, Germany

Chicago, Illinois
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Paris, France
•
•
•
•
•

$20 Million initial cost
Retractable roof
2 Pools, cafe, hot tubs and sun deck
Stationary
Unique barge structure

La Piscine Josephine Baker Swimming Pool - Paris, France
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New York City, New York
•
•
•
•
•

$5 Million
260’ By 80’ barge
Historical link
Result of long fundraisng effort
Mobile summer activity for underserved 		
youth

The Floating Lady, designed by Jonathan Kirschenfeld Architects - New York City, New York
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Budapest, Hungary
•
•
•
•

$1.5 Million
3 Barge complex
Cafe, sand beach, cafe, nightclub
Low demand forced shutdown

Barge Beach, designed by Urban Landscape Group - Budapest, Hungary
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Vienna, Austria
•
•
•
•

Functions on narrow riverway
Ability to articulate between barge connection
Linear sequence of programming
Sun deck not adjacent to pool

The Badeschiff, designed by artist Susanne Lorenz - Vienna, Austria
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Berlin, Germany
• Double walled enclosure changes 		
programming during winter to sauna, spa
and indoor / outdoor pool
• Enclosure came after success of open air
facility
• Forced air heating creates buffer between
interior and exterior

The Badeschiff, designed by artist Susanne Lorenz - Berlin, Germany
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Opportunities for Chicago
• Locate barges at prominent confluences of river and
streets.
• Select site with convenient access to water level.
• Select site with adequate parking or potential for 		
parking
• Select site with significant residential and commercial
density for more predictable pedestrian traffic

Chicago river opportunities .
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HURDLES
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Building or boat: Code issues
Winter ice
Visibility / access
Capital cost / Operational cost
Ownership / Sponsorship
Security
Mobility / Limited Sites

IDEAS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Silent watersports dock interface / storage
Sponsorship (mobility brings barge to target audience)
Link into nodes that serve dual purpose with riverwalk (interface with land-based programming)
“Pool in your backyard” (mobility generates renewed interest / targets need)
Winter home / summer home (activates river/ harbor / pier)
Public day time programming funded through night time private events

Configurations
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Navy Pier

Chicago, Illinois
West Mart Center
Ping Tom Park

North Ave.

Diversey
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Diversey Parkway
•
•
•
•

Boulevard / river node with riverside park
Convenient water level access
Nearby multi-family residential development
Conditioned double-skin enclosure allows warmand cold-weather programming
• Indoor / outdoor swimming pool
• Forced air curtain separates interior and exterior

Permanent docking structure and year round park
facility
Mobile pool barge active in summer months
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North Avenue Turning Basin
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

North end of Goose Island economic zone
Potential parking
Nearby active retail development
Pedestrian bridge links North Avenue to northern
tip of Goose Island
Large turning basin provides generous permanent
docking opportunity
Conditioned double-skin enclosure allows warmand cold-weather programming
Indoor / outdoor swimming pool
Forced air curtain separates interior and exterior

Permanent docking structure and year round park
facility
Mobile pool barge active in summer months
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West Mart Center
• Prominent downtown location at river bend
• Parking
• Nearby multi-family residential, office,
commercial, and retail
• Conditioned double-skin enclosure allows
warm-and cold-weather programming
• Indoor / outdoor swimming pool
• Forced air curtain separates interior and exterior

Permanent docking structure and year round park
facility
Mobile pool barge active in summer months
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Navy Pier
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamic tourist center
Convenient access from elevated pedestrian pier
Convenient water level access
Nearby multi-family residential developments
Conditioned double-skin enclosure allows warmand cold-weather programming
• Indoor / outdoor swimming pool
• Forced air curtain separates interior and exterior

Permanent docking structure and year round park
facility
Mobile pool barge active in summer months
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Ping Tom Park
•
•
•
•

City park
Historic neighborhood setting
Convenient water level access
Nearby multi-family residential and retail
development
• Conditioned double-skin enclosure allows warmand cold-weather programming
• Indoor / outdoor swimming pool
• Forced air curtain separates interior and exterior

Permanent docking structure and year round park
facility
Mobile pool barge active in summer months
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Layout Concept

Interior / Exterior Relationships

Ping Tom Park - potential docking site
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